
TTIE ILIAD EPIGRAM FROM THE AGORA OF ATI{ENS

A fragmented base, inscribed with an epigram (distich), was found in
1953 within the eastern end of the Middle Stoa (2). The epigram mentions
the Iliad and Homer, and the base has been associated with the Iliad statue
(torso) which, together with a statue (torso) of the Odyssey, has been
discovered in 1869 at the SW corner of the Stoa of Attalos (3). It hàs been
proposed that the two statues flanked a third of Homer (4), and this would
disassociate (Gaius) Julius Nikanor, (the Neos Homeros and Neos
Themistokles), from the epigram (5), as previously argued by Antony E.
Raubitschek (6). However, although the triad identification merits
consideration, Julius Nikanor still figures in the epigram. Julius Nikanor has
also been linked with the island of Salamis, and a fragmentary inscription,
confirming this, suggests an entrepreneurial involvement with the island (7).

(*) The study was read by title at the ll8th Annual Meeting of the APhA, San

Antonio, Texas:27-30 Dec. 1986.
(2) H. A. Thompson, "Hesp." 23,1954,62-65.
(3) G. Treu, "Ath. Mitt." 14, 1889, 160-169.
(4) Ibid. 168; and H. A. Thompson, "The St. John's Review" 32, Winter 1981, ll

(l-16).
(4) C. P. Jones, "Phoenix" 39, 1985, 30-35, who still misdates Julius Nikanor to the

reign of Augusfus (therein, 33). Jones also considered Homer's age at the time of the
I/lcd's composition. Homer was older than nineteen years when he composed it; see P.

Waltz and G. Soury, Anth. Grecque Yll, Paris 1957, 76, No. 190, line 4 cffg rcì
ncrpOevtrffg éwearcrròeréteug (where Erinna's orí1ot are said to be equal to Homer;
note 8 below). Cf. also ibid. 13, No. 28, lines 5-6 ei 6é pe tlpos I ópptoev, ópro0pat
púptupr Mcrovíò1, and A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, The Greek Anthology: The
Garland of Philip,I, Cambridge L968,334, LVI, line 6 ylpclÉorv... oe),í6arv. Also, cf.
R. B. Rutherford, 'THS" 106, 1986, 145: "vigour and combat oî the lliad' .

(6) "Hesp." 23, 1954, 317 -319.
(7) B. D. Meritt, "Hesp." 36, 1967,68-71, No. 13 = E. Kapetanopoulos,

"'El.?'.r1vrró" 33, 1981, 220-221.
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This association undoubtedly contributed to his being called Neos
Themistokles, while the epithet Neos Homeros indicates that he was a poet

first (8). Perhaps the triad epigram from the Athenian Agora is a sample of
his poeury. It reads

'Iî.tùg ù prO' "Oplpov fuò rcrì rpóoOw 'Opúploul
napot&ntqí6popcrt t6t pe teróvn veú)[t].

An attempt has been made by Reinhold Merkelbach to read 'Oprtp[rot] at

the end of line I (= ... 'Opúp[rot] / ... véro[t]), and such a reading, if it could
stand, would have established an indisputable connection with Julius
Nikanor (9). Moreover, the epigram has been rendered into English by
Homer A. Thompson (and Christopher P. Jones) as "The Iliad, I that was

both after Homer and before Homer, have been set up alongside him that
begot (bore) me in his earlier years" (10). However, both of these
interpretations did not take into account that the rsí cannot be the
conjunbtion of peO' and rpóo0ev. A careful perusing of the epigram
shows that the raí actually joins its two lines which gmmmatically cannot
stand by themselves, in this instance (11). Consequently, this new
interpretation changes the epigram's meaning, and its beginning (before
rcí) is seen as emphasizing the fact that the statue (=Iliad) is the "Iliad after
Homer". This is shown by the posiúon of the words, although poetic
requirements may have played a role in their aîrangement. The new

(8) The epithet Neos Homeros equates Julius Nikanor with Homer ("'Ell,qvrrú",
note 7 above,22l). An epigram praising Erinna may show how one could come to be
called Neoé Homeros. Line 3 of the epigram reads oi òè tptqróoror rcrócqg otí1or Îoor
'Opúpqo (Waltz and Soury, note 5 above, 76, No. 190; cf. also 12, No. 26, line 3 ...
'Avótqg otópo,,Ofll,ov "Oprlpov). Two other epigrams display a different equation with
Homer. These are R. Aubreton and R. Buffière, Anth. Grecque XIII, Paris 1980, 199, No.
320 (Aristeides=Homer), and D. L. Page, Further Greek Epigrams, Cambridge 1981, 351,
XLIV, line 3 npcotórorov pèv "Opr1pov, dcùp Nírcv6pov énewo;' see also R.

Merkelbach, "Epigr. Anatolica" 1, 1983, 30-32 (Neos Euphranor). See note 16 below.
(9)'ZÌE" 33,1979,178-179 (C. P. Jones, note 5 above, 34). Tenatively no parallel

has been found to support such a reading, but cf. Homeric Hymns,IX eig 'îpteprv, lines
l-2'îptepw iípver, Mo0oc, rcorlw{tqv 'Erótoro,/napOévov iolécrtpcw, ópótpogov
'Anól,l,owog, and /G Ip 4826,lines 2-3 ...ètcîpo[r] /... 8pqírror, s.III-N p.

(10) H. A. Thompson (note 2 above) 63 = C. P. Jones (note 5 above) 30. See also
"The SL John's Review" (note 4 above) 13; H. A. Thompson and R. E. \Vycherley, Ifte
Athenian Agora, vol. XIVI The Agora oî Athens, Princeton 1972, II5, and H. A.
Thompson, The Athenian Agora: A Guidc...,3rd ed., Athens 1976, 183.

(ll) A. E. Raubitschek, in suppof of peO' rcì rpóoOw (taken together), diagrams
part of the epigram as follows Qrcr litt.):

"'OFqpoS ,/x, 'lhwa ,,2\ véog "Oplpog

/etú\ /ípooOev\
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interpreation discards also the previous assumption of an "Iliad after Homer
and (an lliad) before Homer". Strictly speaking, the Tproiròg ról.epog
(Trojan war) does not alone constitute an "Iliad before Homer" (12), which
in essence will be a contradiction of Homet's creativity (13).

The preposition pe0' may be understood to mean "according to Homer"
('after Homer'), or it may be taken to be temporal (as below) signifying that
the statue belongs to a period after Homer. The two statues of the Iliad and
the Odyssey and the base with the epigram, which apperirs to go with the
Iliad statue (but see below), come from the immediate area of the Library of
Pantainos (below). This would give them.a date of about A.D. 100, if they
are connected in any way with the library, as previously deduced (14). As
for the other preposition rpóo0w, it carries the meaning "before", but it
can also mean "for" or'bn behalf of' (15).

The epigram itself may display ambiguity, but the new rendition given
here captures undoubtedly its true mood:

I am (that) Iliad after Homer and bn behalf of Homer
I have been set up along (his) side who begot me young.
If, as suggested previously, this is part of a triad, appropriate epigrams

accompanied the Odyssey (on Home/s left) and Homer in the center (16).
However, Homer's statue and the bases of his statue and the Odyssey's
have not been recovered, and there still remains the task of effecting an
"actual joint" between the surviving base and the Iliad statue. Enough
remains of the legs on the Iliad's torso as to allow the reconstruction of the

(12) Cf. C. P. Jones (note 5 above) 30.
(13) Cf. Plutarch, Moralia l54A Mo0oó tror (='Op6O*) éwene reîva, tù prit'

èywovto nripoúe I yíp' éorg;. petómooev; cf. also R. Aubreton and R. Buffière (note
8 above) 190, No. 292,line 4 Ér ot4Oéow yparyúpevog (="Opqpog) oelí6ag; l9l, No.
295, lines 7-8 &r' ci0Épo6 dî,1,ù è (="Otrnpov) Mo0ocrr lrÉ1nyav ív' fipepíorg òdrpa
roOr1tù gépor; and 193, No. 300, line 2 oripcrvíqg Moúor1g òó(ov óerpúpevog
(="opqpod.

(14) For example, H. A. Thompson (note 4 above) 13, who also has observed that the
Library of Pantainos has been fully explored and nothing has been found which would
indicate that the statues stood there; for other locations proposed by Thompson, see
below.

(15) Cf. IliadXXI,587-588 oî rcrì npóoOe qí},<ov rorÉrov riMlrov re raì ui6v /
"Il,rov eipuópeo0cr,, and Odyssey VIIJ, 5Vt og 

"r 
rîS rpóo0w zról,roq Lcr6v re réoporv;

cf. also Iliad XXlll, 133 zrpóoOev pèv irnfleg, petù 6è végog eírreto zre(6v (as
adveós).

(16) C. P. Jones has suggested fhat an anonymous epigram reproduced by him (note 5
above, 34) may be Homer's lost epigram (ibid.35). At first glance such an association
may appear attractive, but at a closer examination ttre epigram will be redundant and clash
with the spirit of the Iliad epigram from Athens. See under noúe 8 above.
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legs and to permit a determination of whether the two (base and statue) go

together. The legs' length is determinable, and the traces on the base

illustrate the feet's disposition (17).

The existence of the triad would require a donor, and it was without
doubt Julius Nikanor, the véog "Op1pog, who set it up, with his epithet

cleverly alluded to t6t pe teróvtt véco[t] (end of line 2). Line 2 reads as

translated above, but it can also be read as

"I have been set up along (his) side by him who begot me anew".
The perfect passive í6pupct admits the dative of agent, and the apparent

double entendre in line 2 unobtrusively also pays homage to the statue's

(triad's) donor.
However, the possibility exists that the Iliad statue may not go with the

surviving base (above), even though their close proximity of discovery and

other indications would associate them as coming from the same monument.

In any case, if the base has a different origin, its epigram must be viewed
afresh, but still with the recognition that it is a dedication by Julius Nikanor
in honor of Homer. The epigram is ranslated again to illustrate the point.

I am (that) Iliad after Homer and on behalf of Homer
I have been set up along him who begot me anew.

This interpretation would seem to call for only rwo statues, to wit, the Iliad's
and Julius Nikanot's, with the Iliad dedicated on behalf of Homer. But the
question may be asked, why only a single statue to the Iliad? One would
expect a statue of the Odyssey, too, as it must have accompanied the Iliad.

But be that as it may, the scenario of two triads in existence ought to be

explored, too. If the base with the epigram is not part of the two statues, as

queried above, then it may become necessary to recognize it as being part of
the triad triad-Julius Nikanor-Odyssey dedicated by Julius Nikanor himself
in honor of Homer (above), sometime between A.D.6l/2 and 107/8 (18).

Of course, this line of reasoning calls for wo triads in Athens, that is, Iliad-
Julius Nikanor-Odyssey (before A.D. 107/8) and Iliad-Homer-Odyssey
(under Hadrian), as the two statues of the Iliad and Odyssey must have

been accompanied by another of Homer. However, such a "twain paradox"
cancels probably itself out, and grcater validity is lent to the concept of a
single triad of the Iliad-Homer (or Julius Nikanor?)-Odyssey, dedicated by
Julius Nikanor at about A.D. 100. This is because the lliad's and Odyssey's

statues and the base with the epigram come from the vicinity of the NW

(17) H. A. Thompson (note 2 above) 62. See also 39 below (base)

(18) The evidence which limits Julius Nikanor to these years has been analyzed by the
r+ryiter in "'El,l,lvrró" 33, 1981, 217-237, See also his other comments in "RIFC" lO4,
1976,375-376.
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comer of the Library of Pantainos, and this also points to a common origin
of the three (above). The library was donated by T. Flavius pantainos
Gargettios shortly before his archonship of A.D. 103/4 (19). one last
comment here is that the existence of the triad Iliad-Homer (or Julius
Nikanor?)-odyssey shows that Julius Nikanor is merely its dedicator and
perhaps also the writer of its epigrams (above), and not the creator of a new
Iliad and consequently of a new Odyssey, too, as pondered earlier (20).

The other question that must be posed here is why the personified Iliad
and Odyssey have been wrought in the imperial style and what are irs
implications. Does this rendering imply assimilation with the pax Romana
or a manifestation of Romanitas (21X Perhaps the Greek "national" epics
were being updated with the times. And was Homer, if, as it appears, the
two statues formed the triad Iliad-Homer-odyssey, depicted also in the
imperial style? hesumably not, since his representation could have varied,
as seen in the Archelaos relief and the silver cup from Herculaneum (below).
At any rate, the two epics are conceived as females, roOpcr 'Opripou (22),
and the prototype of their imperial personification may be traceable to Athena
(below).

The representation of the Iliad and Odyssey, as indicated by the two
statues from Athens, has certainly undergone transformation. In the
Archelaos relief in the British Museum (23), the Iliad and the odyssey are

(19) This is the writer's dats of IGll2 2017, where Fl. Pantainos, line 5, is attested as
archon (the attribution is based on the Panathenaia). Previously the writer had limited his
archonship to A.D. 10314- rc6n in "'El,fuvtr& 29,1976,256,H4, and nore l; also,
"Balkan Studies" 22, 1981,163.

(20) A. E. Raubitschek apud c. P. Jones (note 5 above) 33. Raubischek thinks that
Julius Nikanor is the author of the llias Latina @er litt.). Another Nikanor associated with
Homer is Nikanor of Alexandria who wrote on the ottypri or ùe lliad and the odyssey
(2nd century A.D.).

QD Cf. C. C. Vermeule,Roman Imperial Art in Greece and Asia Minor, Cambridge
MA 1968, 62 and 136 (tiberius=Achilles); and Titus=Achilles, "Arh. Mn.- 100, 1985,
390. Cf. also P. R. Hardie, "JHS" 105, 1985, l1-31, and R. B. Rutherford (note 5 above)
145-162, about the Odyssey'sfiOog. Possibly, the starues' imperial style may be a'Greek
(Athenian) reaction to imperial Rome, by elevating Homer's epics to an imperial status.
The iconography of the triad, Iliad-Homer-odyssey, deserves a monograph (cf. vermeule
herein, 62), perhaps in conjunction with the epigrams associated with Homer; but cf. D.
L. Page (note 8 above) 339 lnonvidi A. D. Skiadas' opusl.

(22) For example, P. \Maltz and G. Soury (note 5 above) 77, No. 192,lines l-2
Ou.latfpeg pèv / Moroví6oo, pú0ow 6' totopeg 'll,ur6v; and R. Auberton and F.
Buffière (note 8 above) 190, No. 292, line 3 rcaì tóoò' óvttOérp ryu1fr lewrioclo
rcoúpaE

(23) conveniently, a photograph of this relief may be found in c. c. vermeule (note
2l above) 48, Fig. 6; also in H. A. Thompson (note 4 above) 12,Fig.25. See also D.
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represented as little, kneeling females on either side of Homer (the Iliad is

wirolly visible). The spear and the rudder (or oar) held by the Iliad and the

Odysiey identify them further as such. Again, in the silver cup from

Heiculineum (24'1, the Iliad and the Odyssey are seemingly two

"slumbering" females (the Odyssey more so), but disúnctly identifiable by

speaî, rudder and appropriate attire. There is also the mosaic floor from

Seleuceia in Pamphylia (attributed to the third century A.D.), which depicted

Homer flanked by the Iliad and the Odyssey. This triad is only partially

preserved, captions and Iliad's head (25), but probably the figures were not

depicted in the imperial style; but possibly along the modest representation

of the silver cup's from Herculaneum. The statues, of course, are a different

ar-tistic expression than the three examples mentioned herein, and this may

Írccount for their imperial representation.
Thi's imperial representaìion has given Homer's epics a new dimension

in Athens and the Greco-Roman world in general. At least the Odyssey had

been sculpted by an Athenian, Iason Athenaios, as he identifies himself on a

cuirass' lappet (26), but the Iliad may be considered as being the creation by

some other sculptor. The two starues display differences in their execution

(27). The Iliad's cuirass, for example, is marked by simplicity, while the

Odyssey's is ornate and resembles in a manner Hadrian's cuirass in a statue

from the Athenian Agora (28). Perhaps this may suggest that the two statues

of the Iliad and the Odyssey are really creations of Hadrianic Athens

(below).
Georg Treu has traced the statues' style to the Diadochoi; he also

Pinkwart, "Das Relief des Archelaos von Priene" in Antike Plastik IV (1-ll)' Berlin

1965, 55-65, Pls. 28-35. "Iltis apotheosis of Homer can be also seen in a Greek stamp of
1983.

(Z) J. Overbeck (and A. lvlat),Pompeii,etc.,l*ipziglS8/',àflr,r 624, drawing "b"'
(25) *AJA' 83,1979,337, "Arch. Reports for 1984-85", No. 31, 1985, 103' and C'

P. Jones (note 5 avove) 32-33.
(26) The inscription is published as lcllz 43L3. Cf. *Ath. Mitt." 100, 1985, Pl. 85,

No. 1, for a parallel of another Athenian artist's signature'
(27) P. Graindor, Atlùnes sous Hadrien, Cairo 1934, 263-2& Q62-26\. Phoographs

of the Iliad and Odyssey statues may be found in G. Treu (note 3 above) after 161' Pl. V;
J. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens, New York 197\AO, Nos. 308-309;

H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley (note l0 above) Pl. 63; H. A. Thompson, Tfte

Ath. Agora, Guide (note l0 above) 184 and 185, Figs' 96 and 97; and H. A. Thompson

(note 4 above) 10, Figs. 20-21 and23. See also P. Graindor (herein) 262,note3-
(28) See H. A. Thompson (note 4 above) 14, Fig. 30; statue of Odyssey on l0 and

11, Figs. 2l and22: mdJ. M. Camp, The Athenian Agora, London 1986,lgzFig. 162.

There are also Titus'and Vespasian's statuss from Olympia ("Ath. Mtt." lm, 1985, Pl.

84). See also P. Graindor (note27 above) 265.
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mentioned Athena from Pergamon (29). It is not this study's purpose to deal
in a substantive way with the epics' imperial representation, but only in so

far as this question may be focused here (for purposes of illumination). As
already observed in the past, the depiction of the Iliad and the Odyssey
clearly resembles representations of Roman imperial leaders. These are, for
example, Caesar, Augustus, C. Caesar and Hadrian (30). Probably the
representation of Athena has exercised some influence on the depiction of
the epics and the rulers in the style called imperial. Certain reprcsentations of
Athena may illustrate this (31).

There is also the possibility that the Iliad and Odyssey statues may
conform to an Athenian nadition of an "imperial style", whose philosophy
and symbolism may be mirrored in the epics' representation. At any rate,
nvo funerary monuments from Athens to be mentioned here and dating after
350 B.C. may give credence to an Athenian origin of the epics' depiction.
The first is the Prokles ocfif,1, and the figure that concerns us here is the
one standing on the right, from the viewer's position (32).lt is a military
man (cuirass, short sword, etc.), and clearly a good, early model of the later
imperial style. The second oîúln, which comes closer to the imperial style
of the two epics, is that of Aristonautes (33), and particularly his stance
which is evoked by the Iliad's (34). However, it should be noted that the
Aristonautes stance is not an uncorrìmon one. On the other hand, it may not
be far fetched if an Athenian origin were to be recognized in the
representation of the Iliad and the Odyssey, especially since the sculptor, of
the Odyssey at least, was an Athenian (above) (35). It may be further

(29) Note 3 above, 169.
(30) A. Hekler, Greek and Roman Portraits, New York 1912, L56(a),170(a) and

?46(a); see also C. C. Vermeule (note 21 above) 102 Fig. 34, 103 Fig. 35 (right figure),
109 Fig. 40 (left figure), 197 Fig. 126,U7-248 Figs. 137-140 (Iladrian), and 280 Fig.
148; and "Arch. Repors" (note 25 above) 78.

(31) N. Leipen, Athena Parthenos: A Reconstructíon, Ontario 197L,62 Figs. 7-10,
& Fig. 13, 65 Fig. 14, and 66 Fig. 15: from Pergamon. Cf. also H. A. Thompson (note
4 above) 6 Fig. 13 (Athena from the Library in Pergamon), and 7 Fig. 14 (Athena
Parthenos from the National Museum in Athens). J. Binder may have ouched on this
theme at the Tenth British Museum Classical Colloquium: "The Greek Renaissance in the
Roman Empire": 10 Dec. 1986; his topic: "The Second Athena Parthenos and the
Emperor lladrian". See also P. R. Ilardie (note 2l above) 30, note 132.

Q2) A. Hekler (note 30 abve) 2tl. The inscription is IG II2 5376, post med. s. N a.
Q3) Ibid. 47.IG ll2 5462, post med. s. N a.
(34) For the feet's position, see H. A. Thompson (nore 2 above) 62 and &. Aleft

leg, which may go with the base with the epigram, has been found (iAi'd. 62-63); see also
The Ath. Agora, Guide (non l0 above) 183.

(35) Cf. also "Arch. Reports for 1979-80" No. 26, 1980, 9 Fig. 13 (and p. 8), from
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pointed out that this "Athenian imperial style", as seen in the two epics'
representation, may be another manifestation of Hadrianic Athens (above

and below). However, in such an eventuality, Julius Nikanor'cannot be

associated with the Iliad and Odyssey statues, since he dates from before
A.D. 107/8, as determined by the priesthood of the Consul Drusus (36),

unless his full career extended also into Hadrian's reign or the two statues

are to be differentiated from the base with the Iliad epigram (above).

The two statues, flanking apparently a third of Homer, may have
adorned a center of learning in Athens, such as the Library of Pantainos
(37), which dates from the beginning of Trajan's reign. Six years ago
Homer A. Thompson suggested that the statues (or the triad) may have
stood adjacently to this library, namely, on the monumental arch between the

Stoa of Attalos and the Library of Pantainos, which marked the eastern
entrance to the Agora (38). However, if the statues (torsoes) stood on the
arch, how is their "intactness" to be explained? The base with the Iliad
epigram, for example, has been assembled'from many fragments (39). On
the other hand, if the triad adorned the monumental entrance to the Agora, it
may be proper to conclude that Julius Nikanor was the arch's donor, too
(but see below). In any case, the epics' imperial representation may imply
that the statues stood by a structure associated with the imperial government
or perhaps even with the imperial cult (40). The Library of Hadrian has been
suggested in the past (41), but since the recovery sites of the base with the

Athens. There is also the Eadition that Homer came from Athens: cf. R. Aubreton and F.
Bufhère (note 8 above) l9l, No. 295, line 6 oriòÈ tò Kerpontòdrv óotu nal,crtcryóvow,
and 192, Nos. 297 and 298. See also D. L. Page (note 8 above) 339 (the Peisistratos
epigram). Athenian sculptors were active in Olympia between A.D. 40 and 96, sculpting,
for example, some of the Metroon statues; see S. C. Stone III, on the sculptures of the
Metroon in "Ath. Miu." 100, 1985, 381, 385 and 386 (377-39L).

(36) E. Kapetanopoulos (note 7 above) 235, K21.
(37) H. A. Thompson (nots2 above) ó4; see also C. P. Jones (note 5 above) 32. The

statues' weathering indicates that they probably stood outdoors (H. A. Thompson, nofe 4
above, 12-13).

(38) For example, a reconstruction of the arch may be found in J. Travlos (note 27
above) 433 No. 549, and in H. A. Thompson (note 4 above) l2Fig.?5.

(39) H. A. Thompson (note 4 above) 13. Phoographs of the base with the epigram
may be found in H. A. Thompson (note 2 above) Pl. 14(c), J. Travlos (nots 27 above)
Z0 No. 310, H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley (note l0 above) Pl. 62d, and H. A.
Thompson (note 4 above) 12 Fig.24.

(40) Apparently the statues stood outdoors (note 37 above). P. Graindor thought that
the Iliad and Odyssey statues were part of an archiùectural adornment (note27 above,264
aulrd265).

(41) G. Treu (note 3 above) 168 = P. Graindor (nots27 above) 264. See also H. A.
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epigram and of the two statues fall within the triangle of the eastern end of
the Middle Stoa, the SW corner of the Stoa of Attalos and the NW corner of
the Library of Pantainos, Hadrian's Library may be excluded.

Some years earlier, in 1971, Homer A. Thompson had suggested that
the Iliad and Odyssey statues may have stood on a long and narrow base of
a monument, which has been discovered at the east end of the Middle Stoa,
within the bounds of the triangle mentioned above (42). T\e monument's
erection has been attributed to the second century A.D., and the foundations
of the base are in part hidden by a post-Herulian tower. Moreover,
according to Thompson, the monument commanded a good view of the
Panathenaic Way (see below) and the square (nî.oreîa) therein. It is not
clear why Thompson abandoned this very attractive suggestion in favor of
the arch (above), when everything seems to favor the long, nrurow base as
the ideal support for the two statues (or the triad). However, there is acaveat
to this attractiveness (below).

Perhaps the statues' exact location may never be determined accurately,
but their discovery in the triangle mentioned above may associate them with
the Panathenaia, which included a recitation of the Homeric epics. It's
possible that the statues stood along the processional route of the
Panathenaia, which passed through the aforementioned triangle, that is, on
the long, narrow base by the east end of the Middle Stoa (above). If this is
correct, there (s the possibility that the statues may have been erected when a
new Panathenaic Era was inaugurated under Hadrian (43), but this would
call for a reevaluation of the whole argument (see also above). In any event,
the statues' raison d'ètre is also complicated by the fact that Pausanias does
not mention them. His silence may imply that the srarues did not occupy a
visible position in the Agora, for surely, since Homer and his epics are
involved, Pausanias would have commented on their existence, unless he
did not see them. However, he passed through the triangle where the two
statues and the base with the epigram have been discovered (44), and his

Thompson (note 2 above) 64. Perhaps Pausanias (I, xviii 9) would have mentioned the
two statues, if they were erected at the Library of Hadrian (cf. Graindor, herein, 239).
Also, since the stahres were found some distance from Hadrian's Library, the indication
would be ttnt they did not come from that sEucture.

(42) J. Travlos (note 27 above) 233, and H. A. Thompson , The Ath. Agora, Guide
(note 10 above) 129 and 165.

(43) Under Hadrian the Athenians began a new Panathenaic Era. The Thirry-Fifth is
attested in IGll2 22t15 0Î A.D.25415: see the writer's comment in "AAA" 16, 1983, 52.
The First Panathenaid has been recognized by L. Moretti as beginning in A.D. ll9
(=ll9f20) in Iscrizioni agonisticlw grecfte, Rome 1953,2U2,-205.

(44) Pausanias' route in the Agora may be found in R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian
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silence may imply that they were erected elsewhere, but the triangle and the

long, narrow base (above) appear to be the most suitable place for the

statues. On the other hand, his silence may mean that the statues are to be

dated after him, but such a possibility would require again a review of the

entire problem.
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